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We read U. S.* foreign peri- f.
odicals. books, speeches; give
you each week best anecdotes,
illustrative stories, etc.~ For
speakers, chairmen, ^ ministers,
educators, writers. Fifth year
of publication. Sub., $5. Send
$2 for six months'trial ( 2 6
issues). Mon^y-back guarantee.

that the attacks being made upon it
from other sections in a mounting
crescendo will have the effect of
stifling the authentically progressive
movements which are under way in
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the region. J u s t as in the 1830's the
unbridled attack? of the Northern
Abolitionists drove t h e entire Southern people into a defensive position
from which they w e r e never able to
extricate themselves, and killed the
promising indigenous effort for the
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Be A Writer
of Short Stories, Mysteries.
Novels, Articles, Radio Scripts
Laara at home in your spare time.
Tile demand for material creates great new opportunities
for people with an urge to write
and for experienced writers who
want to make their work still
better.

elimination of slavery, so the assaults
being delivered c u r r e n t l y upon t h e
South, and m a n y of its m o r e enlightened leaders, tend to discourage, and
even to • crush, movements which
otherwise might bring important and
far-reaching advances. Let it be r e membered t h a t t h e Southern people
are a proud people. They can be p e r suaded but they can never, u n d e r any
circumstances, be driven.
Given the South's history, its social
and economic background, and its
racial composition, t h e r e is no valid
reason for pronouncing it preponderantly reactionary or more wedded
to the Tory ideology t h a n any other
section of the country would be u n der similar circumstances. It has its
mountebanks and m a d mullahs, its
witch-hunters and warlocks, but there
is in the region m u c h genuine liberalism in which the nation can t a k e
pride and the South's future, as Donald Nelson and others have testified,
is a future completely without metes
or bounds.
Virginius Dabney is editor
Richmond Times-Dispatch.
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The Criminal Record
The Saturday Review's Guide to Detective Fiction
Title and Author

Crime, Place and Sleuth

T H E DOLL A N D
ONE OTHER
Algernon Blackwood
(Arkham House: $1.50)

Two
"supernatural"
stories, both with English backgrounds, b y
recognized master in
this field.

Slim volume m a y be
read in one gulp and
two shudders. Admirable writing and spooky
atmosphere make it
worthy item.

Add t o
your
Blackwoodiana

ONCE ACQUITTED
Amelia Reynolds Long
(Phoenix: $2.)

Death of Penna. doctor
sets sleuth Jeff Carter
and lawyer brother a t
loggerheads. Detectiveminded D . A. wins.

Court-room scenes, always hard t o handle,
are rather tough going.
Plot is well constructed.

Average

MURDER STRIKES
AN A T O M I C U N I T
Theodora DuBois
(Crime Club: $2.)

Dr. Jeff McNeil and
wife Ann "investigate"
murder of worker on
bomb project—with explosive results.

Pair of semi-pro sleuths
do an able job and plot
has plenty
of odd
quirks, also much confused dashing around.

Rather
helterskelter'
affair

CALL T H E N E X T
WITNESS
Phihp Woodruff
(Harcourt Brace: $2.50)

Death of young bride in
Northern Indian village
sets two local clans
against each other in unscrupulous battle.

Hardly a "detective
story" although British
police and local authorities are involved—but a
realistic
analysis of
mixed human motives.

Very
good

DANGEROUS
GROUND
Francis Sill Wickware
(Crime Club: $2.)

Leading citizen—a nasty
lot—of Midwest town
supposedly poisoned by
wife.
Local
doctor
thinks otherwise and
proves his case.

Beautifully constructed
job of psychological
sleuthing with punch
ending t h a t may be
illegal b u t is certainly
convincing.

Great
stuff!

M U R D E R BY
MATCHLIGHT
E. C. R, Lorac
(Mystery House: $2.)

Slugging in London Park
during wartime involves
houseful of odd characters—and chief Inspector Macdonald.

Worth
while

City

Better for its character
studies than for detective work which is of
dogged British breed—
with an unusual and
effective finish.
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The Saturday

"'Since studying
the PaXmcT course,
rve been able to
sell to The Post,
American,
Coronet, Esquire, Liberty and other top
pay
magazines.
It's
the
finest
course anywhere."
Keith Monroe

It's not as hard to be a successful writer as you may
imagine. Most famous author!
were once just ordinary people—
with a n urge to write. Some of
them learned the slow, hard
way, by trial and error. But now
there's a direct road—Palmer
Institute's coTnplete home study
training.

Endorsed by Famous Authors
Endorsed by Rupert Hughes, Gertrude Atherton,
Ruth Comfort Mitchell and others. There have
been hundreds of successful graduates—new as
well as established writers—in our 29 years* experience teaching fiction—the basis of big pay
writing in all fields (short stories, novels, mysteries, newspaper and magazine articles, radio
scripts).

Learn At Home
You get thorough, individual instruction and
professional coaching right in your home. You
get actual writing experience to develop your
own style. Go fast or slow. Learn more. Save
time and money.
To find out how you too may enjoy a n ideal
part time or full time career, send for F R E E
illustrated book—Palmer Institute of Authorship,
Est. 1917, Hollywood 28, Calif. Desk F69. Send
TODAY!
PALMER INSTITUTE OF AUTHORSHIP, Est. 1917
e36Z Hollywood Blvd., Desk F69, Hollywood 23, Cal.
Please send me free illustrated book, "The Art of
Writing Salable Stories," explaining how your
training helps new writers get started and experienced writers increase their income. Tliis request is
coniidentia]. No salesman will call.
Name
Address
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Rosie Goes Wild ^ ^ Exquisite P r i n t s !
GRACE FRANK

Wythe House Floral Prints pj

W

HAT were the ordinary people like in a small town some
fifty miles from
Chicago
around the year 1880? This novel
supplies an answer. It w&s a time
when women hid their brains and
their legs, when conservatives did not
believe in the future of the telegraph
or the bicycle, when good mothers
deliberately exposed their children to
measles in order to get it over with,
when girls dreaded the unknown but
shameful intimacies of marriage, and
when, as Gran'ma HoUis put it, "if a
girl's been where a boy could ruin
her, that's enough. Makes no never
mind whether he done so or not."
Thus it was that Rose lost her good
name by innocently staying out late
one night with a boy whom the
whole community considered "wild."
Pierre's claim to this adjective derived from his French descent, from
his enterprising originality, and from
the awful fact that he sold sewingmachines, those tools of the devil designed to lighten the labors of housewives, whose labors, as everyone
knew, God never intended should be
lightened. What happened to Rose
and her family after Pierre left town
without marrying the girl he had supposedly ruined supplies most of the.
plot of the story.
But there are many minor people
and incidents to fill out the tale, and
the picture of the not too Arcadian
simplicities of the town is as important as the plot. This community
deludes itself ("honeyfogles" itself)
with the notion that its world is static
and secure, that its ignorant folkways need no change. Only a few
faint echoes of the future reach it,
and these are misinterpreted. Pierre
spectacularly arrives on a "boneshaker" and the steam cars occasionally bring Aunt Emma back home
predicting that women will one day
have a vote. However, the local livery man has no apprehensions about
any kind of contraption replacing his
horses, and the radical Aunt Emma
is universally regarded as a "betsy
bug."
The story is fabricated of homely
stuff, honestly woven. Like the period and community it chronicles, it
achieves no bold or glamorous pattern. The novel consists for the most
part of well-realized details and
small happenings which seem more
likely to interest feminine than masculine readers.
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Nothing is so appropriate and appreciated as a pair or a
complete portfolio of magnificent prints. They will be admired
in both your home and office and will become part of your life
as the years pass by. Your relatives, your friends and your business associates will be highly pleased with any of these prints.

HONEYFOGLING
TIME.
By
Virginia Dale. New York: Harper &
Brothers. 1946. 262 pp. $2.50.
Reviewed by

cv.
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Portfolio
of 12 prints
(the 12 months of

"-> the year) . . . $50.00
Individual prints (we suggest, at least, a pair) . $ 5.00
Our interior decorator, Allyn
Mulford, will be glad to offer
suggestions on correct framing
and color schemes.

'"iS'

Each print, representing a calendar month, portrays a distinctive and lovely seasonal flower arrangement inspired by the
horticultural collection of Robert Furber, gardener at Kensington
Palace, England in 1730; and, like the originals which grace the
stair wall of the Wythe House at Williamsburg in Virginia,
they have been produced and hand-colored in a manner that
will both please and gratify all lovers of rare and beautiful
things. Thousands of visitors to the Wythe House have admired
these Furber prints, many inquiring if reproductions were
available; and, because of such interest, a limited number of
approved reproductions have been prepared, affording a unique
opportunity for those searching for the unusual in their gift
shopping. Each print is ISl/j x 24 inches, reproduced by the
Collotype process on excellent quality rag paper that closely
approaches the original paper made in 1730, and colored by hand
with the hallmark of the Williamsburg Restoration appearing
on the reverse side. They are unusual and beautiful. They
compliment the recipient and bespeak the good taste and
thoughtfulness of the giver.

Williamsburg in Lithographs
These sixteen attractive single - tone
lithographs were made
f r o m t h e original
sketches of Williamsburg recently done by
John C. Dodd, distinguished artist and
architect of Sea Girt,
N. J. In each of them,
Mr. Dodd has captured and retained
the charm and quaintness of the restored
Colonial capital of
Virginia. They depict
with the finesse of a
great artist the Palace of the Royal Governors, the Capitol, the
famous Raleigh Tavern, the Powder Horn, Public Gaol, Wythe
House, the beautiful gardens, quaint homes, and the ancient
gnarled oaks that have swayed in the breezes as history passed
in its procession along the same streets that travelers trod
today. You will find much of the soul of America in these
sixteen lithographs—and they will be unusual additions to your
home and office, and the homes and offices of your friends.
Each print is 13x16 inches, lithographed in old deep brown
on fine heavy stock.
Complete portfolio of 16 prints . . . $10.00
Individual print
$ 1.00
For your other occasional gifts, we suggest fine books. Write
today for a complete catalog of Southern and American books.
ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER, OR DIRECT FROM
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THE DIETZ P R E S S , I X C .
112 EAST GARY STREET

• RICHMOND 19, VIRGINIA

Mail orders receive immediate

attention.
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